Recent years have seen a growing interest in understanding the neural mechanisms that support decision-making. The advent of new tools for measuring and manipulating neurons, alongside the inclusion of multiple new animal models and sensory systems has led to the generation of many novel datasets. The potential for these new approaches to constrain decision-making models is unprecedented. Here, we argue that to fully leverage these new approaches, three challenges must be met. First, experimenters must design well-controlled behavioral experiments that make it possible to distinguish competing behavioral strategies. Second, analyses of neural responses should think beyond single neurons, taking into account tradeoffs of single-trial versus trial-averaged approaches. Finally, quantitative model comparisons should be used, but must consider common obstacles.
Introduction
Major strides in our understanding of the neural mechanisms of decision-making were made by a powerful approach: studying visual decisions in human [1, 2] and nonhuman [3] primates alongside single-neuron recording to evaluate potential underlying mechanisms. This approach generated key insights in the field, including an appreciation for the circumstances that lead subjects to integrate visual information over time and an opportunity to narrow down the neural mechanisms that might support such choices via carefully designed analyses of neural responses [4,5,6 ,7-12] .
In recent years, this approach has been augmented in a number of ways. First, many new animal models are used alongside primates, including rodents [13,14 ,15] and invertebrates [16, 17 ] . Further, the focus on visual stimuli has expanded; new studies include decisions guided by olfactory [18, 19] , auditory [20, 21] , somatosensory [22] [23] [24] , gustatory [25] , and multisensory [26, 27] stimuli. Finally, a wealth of new techniques for measuring and manipulating neurons has drastically changed the kind of data that is available to investigate decision-making mechanisms in the brain. These include the ability to monitor many neurons simultaneously [28,29 ,30] , and the opportunity to target neural populations defined by cell type or circuit [31, 32, 33 ]. These techniques provide a new view on neural activity during decision-making and have the potential to provide important new insights into underlying neural mechanisms.
The new animal models, modalities and techniques mean that the field is poised to make great strides in tackling unsolved problems in perceptual decision-making. However, the rapid changes necessitate a consideration of what aspects of experimental design are fundamental for advancing our understanding of decision-making. In this review, we argue that a shared understanding in three key areas is needed to fully leverage the tools and approaches that are in the field today. These are: designing behavioral experiments to afford insight into subject's strategy, analyzing population level neural activity and finally, avoiding obstacles when using these measurements to distinguish candidate models.
Well-controlled experiments to distinguish alternative behavioral strategies
Animals in laboratory tasks are skilled at developing strategies that lead to reward, but these do not always match the strategy that the experimenter had in mind. Determining how animals perform a task is challenging, but it is a necessity when the subject's strategy can influence the interpretation of results. Studies of the decision-making process are particularly susceptible to such misinterpretations. Animals may not uniformly adopt the best strategy because they misunderstand the task structure or because experimenters fail to constrain the solutions to the task. Special attention must be paid to an animal's training history and experimental interventions that shape the behavior. These can instill suboptimal strategies, or even worse, introduce complex reorganization of the neural circuits that furnish the behavior [34] . Experimenters should also employ appropriate analytical tools and control experiments to detect and verify strategies that underlie the behavior.
The need for these analytical tools is underscored by the fact that similar behavioral patterns could arise from 
